
Current discussions about photography seem to 
center solely on recent advances in technology. The 
digital revolution is ongoing and everchanging. 
But, there are many concepts common to digital 
and film photography. Sometimes the medium does 
not matter as much as the meaning. While we all 
want to talk about the latest, greatest technology or 
discuss our frustrations with it, we shouldn’t forget 
the reason we got interested in photography in the 
first place.

Why PhotograPhy is imPortant
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by Diane Durand, GRCC President 

Ready to Rumble 

Skatin' Low and Fast Continued on next page - See PRESIDENT'S  LETTER

For some, photography is simply a record of 
life, documenting the events, people and places 
that matter to us. For others, photography is 
the challenge of mastering the mechanics of 
capturing light. For still others, photography
is an expressive art form.

I believe photography can encompass all of these 
ideals and more. Photography is a window into 
our personal viewpoints. Whether intentional or 
not, each subject we choose and how we choose to 
depict it is colored by our feelings and life experi-
ences. Each image is a reflection of our inner self. 
The Grand Rapids Camera Club has been part of 
this digital revolution. Camera clubs have become 
places to learn new skills and show off creative 
and inspiring ideas. Through our club, we hear of 
opportunities to stretch our photographic muscles 
and learn new things. We are called on to partici-
pate in events like the scavenger hunt to challenge 
ourselves. We are presented with events that call for 
developing new skills. Events like the Meijer
Winter State Games of Michigan or the
Photographic Safari at the Kalamazoo Air Zoo
challenge us. Some of our events, like the print 
hanging at the Wyoming Public Library, are
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got grCC or Psa neWs to share?

have neW email address?

If so, send it my way.  It’s easy to do via email. The news has to be photographically 
related about yourself or another member (or GRCC or PSA related).  
Just click on the email link below and include “GRCC News” in the subject line. And if 
you have a photo or link to go with the news, include that as well. 

If you have any changes to your email address or other information (such as 
address, phone number and camera) let me know. This will help me keep our 
member list up-to-date. My email is treasurer@grcameraclub.org 

by Greg Ferguson, Lights & Shadows Editor

by Christine Mooney, GRCC Treasurer

LSNewsEditor@grcameraclub.org

thank you for the treats

TREAT
SIGN-UP SHEET

There is a sign-up sheet on one of the tables if you 
would like to bring in a treat for an upcoming meeting.

A big

by Caroline Shearer, GRCC Treat Coordinator

Thank You
for the treats to Betty Westra,
Garnette Port and Jan Lewis! 

opportunities to showcase our hard work.
Our monthly and PSA competitions are also
meant as a venue for each of us to express ourselves. The scores 
are meant as a guide to how well our message gets across to the 
viewers of our images. A low score does not necessarily mean a 
poor image, merely a failure to communicate our personal
message effectively. Whether our scores are high or low, what is 
most important is that all of us continue to participate. The
challenge each month is to communicate better through our
images, and to enter our club and PSA competitions.
I believe meaning will come to those who
participate in club events and opportunities.

PRESIDENT'S  LETTER - Continued from previous page

Off Course

mailto:treasurer@grcameraclub.org
mailto:LSNewsEditor%40grcameraclub.org?subject=
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by Jan Lewis,
VP of Programs

"The Waterfalls of Michigan" presented by Phil Stagg will be our April 20, 2016 program.
This promises to be a fabulous program full of wonderful images. You won't be disappointed...
except if you can't attend.

“If you seek a pleasant peninsula, look 
about you.”  Michigan’s motto obviously 
applies to both the lower and the upper 
peninsulas, but Phil Stagg has a special 
place in his heart for Michigan’s less 
tamed, more-rugged peninsula. In his
quest to document and photograph
Michigan’s waterfalls, he has come to
love the miles of wilderness, the months
of bitter cold and drifts of pure white, 
the raging rivers overflowing with spring 
runoff, wildflowers blanketing the forest 
floors, the golden carpets laid out each
October that beckon photographers from 
near and far.  And this is just the journey!  
At the end of each hike is one of
Michigan’s jewels, sometimes a small, 
intimately viewed cascade, other times a 
thundering display of power.  Join Phil as 
we visually explore the variety of waterfalls 
found in this great state of Michigan!  

Phil Stagg, based in Cadillac, MI, has been photographing the beauty of Michigan for 
years. He has a line of Michigan postcards which can be found in numerous gift shops, 
gas stations, book stores, and pharmacies.  He is authoring a series of guidebooks on 
Michigan’s waterfalls. 
Phil has been married to his lovely wife Cindy since 1987.  They have five children,
three grandchildren, a cat and a dog!  Phil is the president of Stagg Machine Products,
a full-service CNC and screw machine shop which he has run for the past 30 years.
Phil shoots with Nikon equipment, currently using D810, D800e, and D3s bodies. For 
waterfalls he typically uses a Nikon 16-35mm f/4.0 VR and Nikon 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6 
VR with a B+W Circular Polarizer.  This is mounted on a Kirk L-Bracket with a Kirk 
Ballhead on a RRS (Really Right Stuff) Carbon Fiber Tripod.  Nearly everything is shot 
in manual mode and in raw format.  He processes most images with Adobe Lightroom 5.  
For traveling through Michigan’s backcountry, he carries a DeLorme Earthmate GPS.  
You can find Phil on Facebook on three pages: Michigan Waterfalls, Waterfalls of
Michigan, and Phil Stagg Photography. His website is www.mifalls.com

20
APR.

Weds.

http://www.mifalls.com
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infrared PhotograPhy

Across the River
(unconverted camera using 720mm filter)

Riverside Park

Winding Path

In 2012, I became interested in IR and decided to 
look into serious gear to do IR properly. I came 
across IR photographs over the years and some-
times they would leave a lasting impression.
Here is a list of my camera gear, websites and 
other information you may find useful if you 
decide to pursue IR photography.

I used a Nikon D200 Full-Spectrum Conversion 
by Kolari Vision. Other conversions can be done 
to your camera depending on your IR preference.

I utilized several of their black and white filters for 
the conversion, including 590nm, 630nm, 665nm 
and 720nm. The faux-color filters I used included 
047B Super Blue , 090 Super Color 590nm,
091 Pinkie 630nm and 099 550nm.

There are so many different ways to go in photo-
graphy I guess that’s why I never get tired of it.

Any questions call me at (616) 446-3797,
or email me at mw993cab@hotmail.com.

Submitted by Mike Wendling

Kolari Vision:
www.Kolarivision.com

Mark Hilliard:
www.markhilliardatelier.com

www.infraredatelier.com

Websites Worth Visiting...

mailto:mw993cab@hotmail.com
http://www.Kolarivision.com
http://www.markhilliardatelier.com
http://www.infraredatelier.com
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ComPetition Corner by Jeanne Quillan, Competition Chair and Coordinator 

For the last few months we have been discussing art and competition, and how a judge evaluates an
image. In the March issue we looked into the way a judge looks at the composition of an image
(an important consideration, yet the most subjective). 
This month we are discussing our scoring system. I believe the easiest way to judge an image is to first 
determine what an “average” image is.  Once you have determined ‘average’ you can go up or down 
from there. A judge uses a scoring range of 1-5 points, with 3 being average.
An average image is one that doesn't show a lot of photographic skills in play. There is nothing wrong 
with it, but the image doesn’t stimulate interest or stir emotions. Again, an average image would be 
scored a 3. 
If it is better than average (exceptionally lighted, superbly composed, with no flaws and all parts of the 
image work together) a judge should give the image a 4. Conversely, if a judge feels the image is worse 
than average (the image exhibits technical flaws in areas such as exposure and focus) the judge should 
give it a 2. If an image has extreme technical flaws (well below the average image) the judge should give 
it a 1*.  And a superb image (one that is striking and has an immediate and strong effect on the viewer) 
would be given a 5.   
Hopefully, sharing these scoring tips can help to make our competition scores more consistent month to 
month. You can use the following chart to help decide where the score should fall. 

our sCoring system

The 2016 Assigned Subjects and definitions are available on our website on the Competition
Corner page. A business-card-size list, without definitions, is also available at our meetings.

* In our club, a 1 is rarely given because all of our members have skills above that level.

September ....Solitude
October .........Song Titles
November .....This Old House
December .....Junkyard

April .........Color Blue
May ..........Intentionally Blurred
June ..........Texture

SUMMER BREAK

grCC assigned subjeCts for 2016

1 2 3 4 5
AVERAGE

IMAGE
POOR FOCUS

OR  EXPOSURE
VERY POOR 
FOCUS OR
EXPOSURE

VERY GOOD
IMAGE

SUPERB
IMAGE



and they are off!
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Our first Scavenger Hunt began March 1 and will end on May 15. All images must be 
taken during that time frame.

HUNT LIST: Athlete, Barn, Bridge, Currency, Dancer, Fountain, Hat, Mailbox, Military 
Veteran, Musical Instrument, Train, Zoo Animal

I look forward to seeing the resulting images for our June program!

  Jan Lewis, Programs VP, programs@grcameraclub.org

u   P   d   a   t   e

The visitors at our monthly club meetings 
have nametags with a green bar and
“Guest” boldly displayed at the top.

Their name will be written in underneath.

Introduce yourself, and be sure and let them 
know they are welcome at our club. 

look for the green and say hello

mini-Program WraP-uP

Thank you to everyone who took the time to put together a slide show for our annual Mini-
Program Extravaganza. We had a record nine programs on topics ranging from travel out west, to 
skiing, to birds.
It takes time and effort to put a mini-program together and we appreciate those who were willing 
to share their photographic talents with us. So thank you Cal Fagley, Larry Heydenburg,
Larry Horn, Ned Hughes, Julie Kartes, Steve Port, Randy Wegener, Dave Whitson, and
Rusty Yonkers! A BIG thanks also to Jim Shearer for the time he puts into organizing the digital 
shows and making sure the they run smoothly!
Start planning for next year! 

by Jan Lewis,
VP of Programs

by Jan Lewis,
VP of Programs

mailto:programs%40grcameraclub.org?subject=
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We have two new members who joined our club at the March meeting, Susan J. Smith who shoots 
with a Nikon, and Tim Smith, who shoots with a Canon.  Another new member joined on-line; her 
name is Sarah Greene.

Also, several previous members have rejoined, Brenda and Chris Christensen who shoot with 
Nikons, and Ruth Ann and Ronald Rosenberg who also shoot with Nikons.

Please welcome Susan, Tim, Sarah, Ruth Ann, Ronald,
Brenda and Chris when you see them.

WelCome neW grCC members by Christine Mooney, GRCC Treasurer

This digital entry from the previous month’s competition was chosen the Image of the Month. 
This image appealed to Cathy Keifer (and may not necessarily be the image that scored the 
highest). Next month’s image will be chosen by a different member.

WHY I LIKED IT:
I am a sucker for a pretty face and this giraffe 
certainly had one. I liked the composition 
with the use of diagonal lines and the face was 
sharp. The depth of field was impressive from 
the tip of the long nose to the top of the head. 
I also found the lighting pleasant and the sky 
served as a nice background. When this image 
came up it had an “in your face” impact and a 
simplicity that I love. The title “Nice to Meet 
You” was quite fitting too.
        - Cathy

ABOUT MY IMAGE:
The giraffe was captured at the Boulder 
Ridge Wild Animal Park last September on 
the field trip that was planned for members 
of our club. I usually am not a fan of zoos or 
parks as I am not fond of dealing with fences 
and enclosures. However this guy was tall 
enough to look above the fence and was very 
personable. The clear blue sky and fluffy 
clouds were a perfect background for a head 
and shoulders portrait of this fellow.      
       - Jeanne

“Nice to Meet You”  by Jeanne Quillan

Selected by Cathy Keifer

by Jeanne QuillangrCC image of the month
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High-Pass Sharpening works on a similar principle to Photoshop’s regular Unsharp Mask or Smart Sharpen tools, 
by increasing the contrast around object edges, but in a different and highly controllable way.

Duplicate the image layer (Command/Control J).

Choose a small Radius, for example, 2 pixels, 
for sharpening, or a large Radius, for example, 
30 pixels, for a local contrast boost. Click OK.

In the layers panel, desaturate this High Pass 
layer by setting the Blend Mode to Overlay. 
To reduce the sharpening effect, reduce the 
layer’s Opacity. To increase it, apply a Levels 
adjustment to the High Pass layer to increase 
the contrast.

high-Pass filter sharPening in PhotoshoP

tiPs from kelly... by GRCC Member Kelly Walkotten

© Kelly Walkotten 2015-16

Filter>Other>High Pass filter.

Continued on next page.
See  KELLY  TIPS.
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Layers>Flatten Image.

KELLY  TIPS - Continued from previous page

BEFORE

AFTER

NOTE: Differences may not be apparent in this example, since 
these images shown are screen-captured copies to help

expedite our newsletter production. 

Kelly combines her passions of photography and writing to bring the wonders of nature to others.  Through her 
travels, she captures images for publication.  Then, through research, writing, and presentation, she brings nature 
to an audience and teaches them about the habitat and behavior of unique creatures from around the world. 
She is an avid scuba diver, whose images, articles, and blogs have brought the undersea world to readers of the 
PSA Journal and Fem Worldview.com . These publications have featured articles by Kelly that include photos 
from diving the Caribbean, the Pacific, and Indo-Pacific. Her favorite destination is Indonesia, where she has spent 
fourteen weeks above and below the sea.  She has been published in many other print and web publications. 
Through her extensive use and familiarity with photo editing software, she has developed lessons and enjoys 
teaching Adobe Suite products of Photoshop, Elements and Lightroom.  
Kelly lives in the greater Grand Rapids area and her images have been exhibited in many venues around West 
Michigan including ArtPrize and Festival of the Arts. Her work can be viewed at:
www.KellyWalkottenPhotography.com 

KELLY WALKOTTEN BIOGRAPHY

© Kelly Walkotten 2015-16

“What I like about photographs is that they capture a
moment that’s gone forever, impossible to reproduce.”

-Karl Lagerfeld

www.KellyWalkottenPhotography.com
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While flying a drone, 
i thought about 
Where PhotograPhy
Was and Where
it Was going... 

My brother-in-law dropped in a few weeks ago.  He surprised me by bringing along a 
sweet looking drone he had received as a present from his daughter (a doctor).  He asked 
if I wanted to try it out and, of course, I couldn’t refuse.  A short time later we had some 
highly detailed shots of my roof, the house next door, and, in fact, a good part of the whole 
neighborhood.  I have no idea what the neighbors thought about our clandestine behavior.

Timed exposure
Steve Port’s

A Bit of Photographic History

I wonder how many have noticed how often you see regular improvements in internet maps 
in the satellite view mode.  I’m pretty sure I saw a quarter on a sidewalk in Miami Beach 
using Google Earth.  They don’t bother with small change down there anymore. Then of 
course there is the Hubble Space Telescope and Kepler Mission, etc. if you really want to 
take it to the max (won’t fit in my bag).  
Funny how many everyday events lead me back to photography,
where it’s going, and where it’s been.  I must be hooked!

This event took me back in history a good long time because, you 
see, my father was a naval aerial photographer during WWII.  I have 
some pictures of him and his fancy military grade camera with a 
great big, fast (for its time) telephoto lens.  I have no idea what kind 
of resolution that camera and his B&W film could generate at altitude 
(lots I think).  Probably classified.  He and his mates were far from 
the first serious aerial photographers.  Other than some guy with a 
box camera up a tree, there are notable stories of the first camera in 
a hot air balloon, a biplane, etc.  Military intelligence embraced the 
concept with both hands and both feet I believe.  The recent Tom 
Hanks movie, Bridge of Spies, told the tale of Francis Gary Powers 
and his U2 spy plane shot down over Russia during the cold war.  
The movie showed an amazing array of lenses, etc. stuffed inside a 
very high-flying and innovative secret airframe.  Too bad the
Russians drummed up an even higher-flying, ground-to-air,
anti-aircraft missile and good radar.  While I wouldn’t say that
photography was the star of the show, it certainly was an enabler. 
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I have lined up programs and workshops for 2016;  Listed below is what is currently scheduled. 
As always, schedules can change, so be sure to check your Lights & Shadows and the website to 
confirm the scheduled speakers each month.

I am working on setting up additional future programs and workshops...and will keep you posted.
Ideas or suggestions are welcomed for either programs or workshops.
Contact me at programs@grcameraclub.org .
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uPComing Programs / WorkshoPs by Jan Lewis, VP of Programs

April 20 The Waterfalls of Michigan, by Phil Stagg

May 18 Commercial Aerial Photography Using Drones, by Kyle Underwood of WOOD-TV

June 15 Scavenger Hunt Presentation/Voting

UPCOMING  WORKSHOPS

UPCOMING  PROGRAMS

Regular meetings are held
the third Wednesday

of the month except for
February, July and August.

 Time:  7:15 PM
 Location:  Boy Scouts of America
  3213 Walker Ave. NW
  Walker, MI

visitors are WelCome to
attend our meetings!

 None planned at this time.

Newsletters are planned for every month except July and August.  If you have GRCC 
news, information or photos for the May Lights & Shadows, please get these
submitted on or BEFORE Tuesday, April 26, 2016.
You can send them to: LSNewsEditor@grcameraclub.org

mark your Calendars by Greg Ferguson, Lights & Shadows Editor

26
APR.

http://gvg.us
mailto:greg@gvg.us
mailto:programs@grcameraclub.org
mailto:LSNewsEditor%40grcameraclub.org?subject=

